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ABSTRACT
We consider the problem of computing answers to queries by using materialized views.
Aside from its potential in optimizing query evaluation, the problem also arises in
applications such as Global Information Systems, Mobile Computing and maintaining
physical data independence. We consider the problem of nding a rewriting of a
query that uses the materialized views, the problem of nding minimal rewritings,
and nding complete rewritings (i.e., rewritings that use only the views). We show
that all the possible rewritings can be obtained by considering containment mappings
from the views to the query, and that the problems we consider are NP-complete when
both the query and the views are conjunctive and don't involve built-in comparison
predicates. We show that the problem has two independent sources of complexity
(the number of possible containment mappings, and the complexity of deciding which
literals from the original query can be deleted). We describe a polynomial time
algorithm for nding rewritings, and show that under certain conditions, it will nd
the minimal rewriting. Finally, we analyze the complexity of the problems when the
queries and views may be disjunctive and involve built-in comparison predicates.

1 INTRODUCTION
We consider the problem of using materialized views to answer queries. Aside
from its potential of improving performance of query evaluation [LY85, YL87,
KB94, CKPS95], the ability to use views is important in other applications. For
example, in applications such as Global Information Systems [LSK95], Mobile
Computing [BI94, HSW94], view adaptation [GMR95], maintaining physical
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data independence [TSI94], the relations mentioned in the query may either
not actually be physically stored (e.g., they may be only conceptual relations),
or be impossible to consult (e.g. they are stored in a remote server that is
temporarily unavailable to a mobile computing device), or be very costly to
access.
We consider the complexity of this problem and its variants and describe algorithms for solving them for conjunctive queries involving built-in comparison
predicates and for unions of conjunctive queries. Speci cally, we consider the
problem of nding a rewriting of a query that uses a set of views, the problem
of nding a minimal such rewriting, and the problem of completely solving a
query using views, that is, nding rewritings that use nothing but the views
and built-in predicates.
The observation underlying our solution of the problem is a general characterization of the usability of views in terms of the problem of query containment.
As a consequence, we show that all possible rewritings of a query can be obtained by considering containment mappings [CM77] from the bodies of the
views to the body of the query. Given this characterization, we show that the
problem of nding rewritings that mention as few of the database relations as
possible is NP-complete for conjunctive queries with no built-in predicates. In
fact, we show that these problems have two independent sources of complexity. The rst comes from the number of possible mappings from the views to
the query, and the second source of complexity is determining which literals of
the query can be removed when the view literals are added to the query. We
describe a polynomial time algorithm for nding literals of the query that can
be removed. This algorithm is guaranteed to remove only literals that are necessarily redundant in the rewriting, and we show that under certain conditions
(which are likely to cover many practical cases), it is guaranteed to remove the
unique maximal set of redundant literals. This algorithm, together with an
algorithm for enumerating containment mappings from the views to the query,
provides a practical method for nding rewritings of a query. Finally, we show
how the presence of built-in predicates in the queries and in the views a ect
the algorithms and the complexity of the problems.

2 PRELIMINARIES
In our discussion we refer to the relations used in the query as the database relations. We consider mostly conjunctive queries, which may in addition contain
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built-in comparison predicates (=,6=, < and ). We brie y describe how our
results can be extended to queries that involve unions of conjunctive queries
(i.e., Datalog without recursion). We use V; V1 ; : : :; Vm to denote views that
are de ned on the database relations. Views are also de ned by conjunctive
queries.

2.1 Rewritings
Given a query Q, our goal is to nd an equivalent rewriting Q0 of the query
that uses one or more of the views:

De nition 2.1: A conjunctive query Q0 is a rewriting of Q that uses the
views V = V1; : : :; Vm if
Q and Q0 are equivalent (i.e., produce the same answer for any given
database), and
Q0 contains one or more occurrences of literals of V .

Note that we consider the case in which the rewriting is also a conjunctive
query. When queries involve built-in predicates we will see that it may be
worthwhile to consider rewritings involving unions.
We say that a rewriting Q0 is locally minimal if we cannot remove any literals
from Q0 and still retain equivalence to Q. A rewriting is globally minimal if
there is no other rewriting with fewer literals.1

Example 2.2: Consider the following query Q and view V :
Q : q(X; U) :? p(X; Y ); p0(Y; Z); p1 (X; W); p2(W; U):
V : v(A; B) :? p(A; C); p0(C; B); p1(A; D):
The query can be rewritten using V as follows:
Q0 : q(X; U) :? v(X; Z); p1 (X; W); p2(W; U):
1 Note that in counting the number of literals in the query, we ignore the literals of the
built-in predicates.
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Substituting the view enabled us to remove the rst two literals of the query.
Note, however, that although the third literal in the query is guaranteed to be
satis ed by the view, we could not remove it from the query. This is because
the variable D is projected out in the head of V , and therefore, if the literal of
p1 were removed from the query, the join condition between p1 and p2 would
not be enforced. 2
Clearly, we would like to nd rewritings that are cheaper to evaluate than the
original query. The cost of evaluation depends on many factors that di er from
one application to another. In this paper we consider rewritings that reduce
the number of literals in the query, and in particular, reduce the number of
database relation literals in the rewritten query. In fact, we show that any
rewriting of Q that contains a minimal number of literals is isomorphic to a
query that contains a subset of the literals of Q and a set of view literals.
Although we focus on reducing the number of literals, it should be noted that
rewritings can yield optimizations even if we do not remove literals from the
query, as illustrated by the following example.

Example 2.3: Using the same query as in Example 2.2, suppose we have the
following view:

v1 (A) :? p(A; C); p1(A; D):
We can add the view literal to the query to obtain the following rewritten query.
q(X; U) :? v1 (X); p(X; Y ); p0 (Y; Z); p1(X; W);
p2 (W; U):
The view literal acts as a lter on the values of X that are considered in the
query. It restricts the set of values of X to those that appear in the join of p
and p1. 2
In some applications we may not have access to any of the database relations.
For example, in Global Information Systems [LSK95], the relations used in a
query are only virtual, and the actual data is all stored in views de ned over
these relations. Therefore, it is important to consider the problem of whether
the query can be rewritten using only the views. We call such rewritings complete rewritings:

De nition 2.4: A rewriting Q0 of Q, using V = V1; : : :; Vm is a complete
rewriting if Q0 contains only literals of V and built-in predicates.
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Example 2.5: Suppose that in addition to the query and the view of Example 2.2 we also have the following view:
V2 : v2 (A; B) :? p1 (A; C); p2(C; B); p0(D; E):
The following is a complete rewriting of Q that uses V and V2 :
Q00 : q(X; U) :? v(X; Z); v2 (X; U):
It is important to note that this rewriting cannot be achieved in a stepwise
fashion by rst rewriting Q using V and then trying to incorporate V2 (or the
other way around). This is because the relation p0 , which appears in V2 does
not even appear in Q0 which is the intermediate result of using V in Q. Finding
the complete rewriting requires that we consider the usages of both views in
parallel. 2

2.2 Containment Mappings
In the next section we show that the problem of nding a rewriting is closely
related to the query containment problem. Containment mappings [CM77] have
been used to show containment among conjunctive queries. In this paper we
show that they also provide the core of the solution to the problem of nding
the possible usages of a view. Formally, a containment mapping from a query
Q1 to a query Q2 is a mapping from the variables of Q1 into the variables of
Q2 , such that every literal in the body of Q1 is mapped to a literal in Q2.
(Note that to show that Q1 contains Q2 , the containment mapping must also
map the head of Q1 to the head of Q2; however, in this paper we use the term
containment mapping to refer only to mappings on the bodies of the queries). In
Example 2.2, the correctness of the rewriting can be established by considering
the containment mapping fA ! X; B ! Z; C ! Y; D ! W g.
When neither Q1 nor Q2 contain built-in predicates, nding a containment
mapping is a necessary and sucient condition for deciding that Q1 contains
Q2 , and is an NP-complete problem [CM77]. This remains true also when Q2
contains built-in predicates. However, when Q1 contains built-in predicates,
nding a containment mapping provides only a sucient condition, and the
containment problem in this case is p2 -complete [vdM92]. In order to generalize
our results to queries containing built-in predicates it is useful to note how
containment mappings are also used to show containment of such queries. In
particular, it follows from [LS93] that if Q1 contains Q2, then there exist
queries Q12; : : :; Qn2 such that:
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Q12 ; : : :; Qn2 di er only in their built-in literals, and
Q2 is equivalent to the union of Q12 ; : : :; Qn2 , and
For every i, 1  i  n, there is a containment mapping i from Q1 to
Qi2 , such that bi(Qi2 ) entails i (bi(Q1 )), where bi(Q) is the conjunction of
built-in atoms in the query Q.
For example, consider the following queries, where Q1 contains Q2:
Q1 : q(Y ) :? e(Y ); r(U1; V1 ); U1  V1 :
Q2 : q(X) :? e(X); r(U; V ); r(V; U):
The query Q2 can be represented by the union:
Q12 : q(X) :? e(X); r(U; V ); r(V; U); U  V:
Q22 : q(X) :? e(X); r(U; V ); r(V; U); U  V:
The containment mappings would be
1 : fY ! X; U1 ! U; V1 ! V g:
2 : fY ! X; U1 ! V; V1 ! U g:
In the next section we consider the complexity of nding rewritings, minimal
rewritings and complete rewritings.

3 COMPLEXITY OF FINDING
REWRITINGS
Previous solutions to the problem of using views to answer queries were based
on either nding syntactic or 1-1 mappings from the view to the query. The
rst observation underlying our solution is that the problem of using views is
closely related to the problem of query containment. In fact, the proposition
below gives a necessary and sucient condition for the existence of a rewriting
of Q that includes a view V .

Proposition 3.1: Let Q and V be conjunctive queries with built-in predicates.
There is a rewriting of Q using V if and only if ;(Q)  ; (V ), i.e., the
projection of Q onto the empty set of columns is contained in the projection of
V onto the empty set of columns.
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Note that the containment ; (Q)  ; (V ) is equivalent to the following statement: If V is empty for a given database, then so is Q.
The importance of this proposition is in the fact that it provides a complete
characterization of the problem of using views, thereby enabling us to explore
the di erent aspects of the problem.
Proposition 3.1 and earlier results on the complexity of containment [CM77,
vdM92] entail the following complexity results on the problem of nding a
rewriting of Q that uses a set of views V :

Proposition 3.2: Let Q be a query and V be a set of views.
1. If Q is a conjunctive query with built-in predicates and V are conjunctive
views without built-in predicates, then the problem of determining whether
there exists a rewriting of Q that uses V is NP-complete.
2. If both Q and V are conjunctive and have built-in predicates, then the
problem of deciding whether there exists a rewriting of Q that uses V is
p2 -complete.

Remark: Proposition 3.1 holds for a broader class of queries and rewritings.

 is any relational calculus query, (or, equivalently,
In particular, suppose q(X)
in nonrecursive datalog with negation) as is the view v(W ), and suppose we
are considering conjunctive rewritings, which are formulas of the form
 ^ (9Z)v(
 Y )
q(X)
such that the following equivalence holds:
  q(X)
 ^ (9Z)v(
 Y )
q(X)
 Y and Z are tuples of variables, such that Z includes exactly
Note that X,
 Then such a rewriting exists if
those variables of Y that do not appear in X.
and only if ; (Q)  ; (V ). 2
The proof of Proposition 3.1 constructs a rewriting of Q using V in which
the literal of V contains new variables that did not occur originally in Q.
The following lemma shows that we can always nd a rewriting that does
not introduce new variables. The lemma also shows that we do not need to
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consider rewritings that include database-relation literals that do not appear
in the original query, i.e., that it is enough to consider rewritings that include
view literals and a subset of the original literals in the query. These results
enable us to signi cantly prune the search for a minimal rewriting of Q.

Lemma 3.3: Let Q be a conjunctive query without built-in predicates
 :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ):
q(X)
and V be a set of views without built-in predicates.
1. If Q0 is a locally minimal rewriting of Q using V , then the set of databaserelation literals in Q0 is isomorphic to a subset of the literals of Q.
2. If

 :? p1 (U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v1(Y1 ); : : :; vk (Yk ):
q(X)
is a rewriting of the query using the views, then there exists a rewriting of
the form

 :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v1(Y10 ); : : :; vk (Yk0 ):
q(X)
where fY10 [ : : : [ Yk0 g  fU1 [ : : : [ Un g, i.e., a rewriting that does not

introduce new variables.
3. If Q and V include built-in predicates, then a rewriting as speci ed in
Part 2 exists, with the only di erence that the rewriting may be a union of
conjunctive queries.

Note that even though in part 2 of the lemma the rewriting includes all the
literals of the query, the set of variables will not increase as a result of removing
redundant literals. Therefore, the lemma implies that we can nd a minimal
rewriting that does not introduce new variables.
To prove the rst part of the lemma, let Q0 be a locally minimal
rewriting of Q using a set of views V . Let Q00 be the expansion of Q0 obtained
by replacing every occurrence of a view V 2 V by the body of V , with suitable
variable renamings. For any conjunctive query R, let L(R) denote the set
of literals database-relation literals in the body of R. Since Q00 and Q are
equivalent, there are containment mappings  from Q to Q00 and  from Q00
to Q. Let C be a core of Q, that is, a minimal subset of L(Q) such that there

Proof:
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exists a containment mapping from L(Q) to C. Let S = (C), the image of C
in the body of Q00 under . Note that C 0 = (S) is also a core of Q, since the
composition of  and  is a containment mapping from L(Q) to C 0. It follows
from uniqueness of the core up to isomorphism ([CM77]) that C and C 0 are
isomorphic. We claim that  is an isomorphism from C to S. By de nition of
S, every literal in S is in the image of , hence every variable in S is in the
image of . Now suppose  mapped two variables of C to the same variable
in S. Since containment mappings cannot increase the number of variables, C 0
would have fewer variables than C, a contradiction. So  is a bijection on the
variables of C and S. By minimality of C and the existence of , S cannot
have fewer literals than C, and by de nition of S, S has no more literals than
C. Hence S and C are isomorphic. To nish the proof we need to show that
every database-relation literal in the body of Q0 is in S. Suppose there is
some database-relation literal in the body of Q0 that is not in S; this literal
can be removed from Q0 while retaining equivalence to Q, contradicting the
minimality of the rewriting. So S contains every database-relation literal in
the body of Q0, and since S is isomorphic to C, the database-relation literals
in S are isomorphic to a subset of C.
To prove the second part, suppose that
 :? p1 (U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v1(Y1 ); : : :; vk (Yk ):
Q0 : q(X)
is a rewriting of Q. By Proposition 3.1, ; (q)  ; (vi ) (i = 1; : : :; k). Therefore,
there is a containment mapping hi from the body of the rule de ning vi into
the body of the original rule for q. Let hi(Yi ) = Yi0 (i = 1; : : :; k). Consider the
query
 :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v1 (Y10 ); : : :; vk (Yk0 ):
Q00 : q(X)
It is easy to see that Q0 contains Q00 (by using the mappings hi ), and clearly
Q00 contains Q. Therefore, Q00 is equivalent to Q, and so it is a rewriting of
Q using V . Furthermore, Q00 does not introduce any new variables than those
that appeared originally in Q.
The third part is proved in a similar fashion to the second except for one
di erence. Proposition 3.1 guarantees that for every vi , there is a union of
conjunctive queries Q1i ; : : :; Qmi that is equivalent to Q, and there is a containment mapping hji from vi to every Qji . The rewriting will be a disjunction of
conjunctive queries. In every conjunct we choose one of the hji 's for every vi ,
and construct the conjunct as in the previous case. 2
i

The following example shows that the second part of the above lemma does
not hold when the view contains built-in predicates.
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Example 3.4: Consider the query:
Q : q(X; Y; U; W) :? p(X; Y ); r(U; W); r(W; U):

and the view

V : v(A; B; C; D) :? p(A; B); r(C; D); C  D:

There exists no conjunctive query rewriting of Q that uses V and does not
introduce new variables. However, the following is a rewriting of Q:
Q0 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? v(X; Y; C; D); r(U; W); r(W; U):
Furthermore, the disjunctive rewriting that does not introduce new variables
is:
Q0 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? v(X; Y; U; W); r(W; U):
Q0 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? v(X; Y; W; U); r(U; W):
2

3.1 Finding Minimal Rewritings
In general, we are interested in using views to answer queries in order to reduce
the cost of evaluating the query. In this section we consider the complexity of
the problems of reducing the total number of literals in the rewriting, reducing
the number of database-relations in the rewriting, and nding rewritings that
use only the views. Finally, we show that the problem of nding minimal
rewritings has two independent sources of complexity.
The following lemma is the basis for several results. It shows that a minimal
rewriting of a query Q, using a set of views V , does not increase the number of
literals in the query.

Lemma 3.5: Let Q be a conjunctive query and V be a set of views, both Q
and V without built-in predicates. If the body of Q has p literals and Q0 is a
locally minimal and complete rewriting of Q using V , then Q0 has at most p
literals.
Note that we can always assume that there are views in V that are identical
to the database-relations, and therefore this lemma entails that any locally
minimal rewriting of Q will have at most p literals.
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Proof: As before, let Q00 be the expansion of a rewriting Q0 of Q, in which the
view literals in Q0 are replaced by their de nitions. Consider the containment
mapping  from Q to Q00 . Each literal l1 ; : : :; lp in the body of Q is mapped to
the expansion of at most one view literal in the body of Q00. If there are more
than p view literals in Q0, the expansion of some view literal in the body of Q00
must be disjoint with the image of ; but then this view literal can be removed
from Q0 while preserving equivalence with Q. Hence there is a rewriting with
at most p view literals. 2
In the full paper we show that the size of the rewriting is bounded even if
the database relations may have functional dependencies, or if the query and
views have built-in predicates. The following example shows that the bound
of Proposition 3.5 does not hold when the database relations have functional
dependencies.

Example 3.6: Consider the query
q(X; Y; Z) :? e(X; Y; Z):
and the views
v1 (X; Y ) :? e(X; Y; Z):
v2 (X; Z) :? e(X; Y; Z):
and suppose that in the relation e, the rst argument functionally determines
the other two. The following is the only complete rewriting of Q using v1 and
v2 :
q(X; Y; Z) :? v1 (X; Y ); v2(X; Z): 2
In the presence of functional dependencies, the size of a minimal rewriting is
at most p + d literals, where d is the sum of the arities of the literals in Q. In
the presence of built-in predicates, the size of the rewritten query may be at
most exponential in the size of Q.
Using Lemma 3.5, we obtain the following complexity results on nding minimal
rewritings.

Theorem 3.7: Let Q be a conjunctive query without built-in predicates and
V be conjunctive views without built-in predicates.
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1. The problem of whether there exists a rewriting Q0 of Q using V such that
Q0 contains no more than k literals, where k is less than or equal to the
number of literals in the body of Q, is NP-complete.
2. The problem of whether there exists a rewriting Q0 of Q using V such that
Q0 contains no more than k literals of database relations, where k is less
than or equal to the number of literals in the body of Q, is NP-complete.
3. The problem of whether there exists a complete rewriting of Q using V is
NP-complete.
4. If the query Q and views V have built-in predicates, then Problem 1 is in
p3 .

Proof: The proof of the rst part is as follows. The problem is in NP
because, by the Lemmas 3.5 and 3.3, we need only consider rewritings that
have no more literals than the query, have a subset of the literals of the query,
and do not introduce new variables . We can guess such a rewritten query, verify
that it contains less than k literals, and guess containment mappings from the
original query to the rewritten one and vice-versa. For the NP-hardness, reduce
the problem of existence of a usage to it as follows. Given a query Q and a
view V , let V 0 be the rule whose head is the same as the head of V and whose
body is the conjunction of the bodies of Q and V . Now there is a usage of V 0
in Q with 1 literal in it if and only if there is a usage of V in Q. The other
parts of the theorem are proved in a similar fashion. 2
Corollary 3.8: The problem of nding a globally minimal rewriting of a
conjunctive query without built-in predicates, using conjunctive views with no
built-in predicates is in P2 .

Using the results of [SY81] for unions of conjunctive queries we can generalize
the above theorem as follows:

Theorem 3.9: Let Q and V be disjunctions of conjunctive queries. When
neither Q nor V have built-in predicates, the problem of whether there exists a
complete rewriting of Q using V is NP-complete.
The results described up to now suggest a two step algorithm for nding rewritings of a query Q. In the rst step, we nd some containment mapping from
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the views to the query and add to the query the appropriate view atoms, resulting in a query Q0. In the second step, we minimize Q0 by removing literals
from Q that are redundant. These two steps also emphasize the two sources of
complexity involved in the problem. The rst source is the exponential number
of possible containment mappings from the views to the query. The second
source is determining which literals of Q0 are redundant given the mappings
from the views to the query. The following theorem shows that these are two
independent sources of complexity, i.e., that the problem is NP-complete even
if there is a single mapping from each view to the query. In the next section
we describe a polynomial time algorithm for determining which literals can
be removed from the query, and we show that under certain conditions, it is
guaranteed to nd the unique maximal set of such literals.

Theorem 3.10: The complete rewriting problem is NP-complete for conjunc-

tive queries and views without built-in predicates even when both the query and
the views are de ned by rules that do not contain repeated predicates in their
body.

Note that when the query and the views are de ned by such rules, then each
rule is already non-redundant and, moreover, there is at most one mapping
from each view into the query and nding those mappings is easy.

Proof: We use a reduction from the problem of exact cover by 3-sets. Given

an instance of this problem, we create a predicate pi for each element i and use
a special variable Sj for each set j. For each pi , we create an atom as follows.
If element i is in set j, then the jth argument position of pi has the variable Sj ;
if element i is not in set j, then the jth argument position of pi has a distinct
nondistinguished variable. The query is a conjunction of these atoms (i.e., one
atom for each pi). We may assume that the head of the query has no variables,
i.e., it is of the form
q() :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ):
We also create views as follows. For each set j, we create a view vj . The three
subgoals of vj are the atoms created for the elements that appear in set j. The
variables in the head of vj are all the Sk variables that appear in the body of
vj , except for Sj .
There is exactly one containment mapping from the body of each view into the
body of the query. Hence, a minimal rewriting that uses the views will have a
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subset of the literals in the following query:
q() :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v1 (Y1 ); : : :; vm (Ym ):
We have to show that there is a containment mapping that eliminates all the
pi (Ui ) if and only if there is an exact cover. So, suppose that there is an exact
cover. We will map each pi (Ui ) to the set that covers it. We have to show that
the variables S1 ; : : :; Sn are mapped consistently. So, suppose that two atoms
pi (Ui ) and pj (Uj ) share the variable Sk . There are two cases to be considered.
First, suppose that in the exact cover, the elements i and j are covered by the
same set l. In this case, both of these atoms are mapped to the same view vl ,
and clearly, the two occurrences of Sk in these atoms are mapped to the same
variable in vl . The second case is that elements i and j are covered by di erent
sets, say h and l, respectively. Therefore, set k cannot be in the exact cover
and, so, k 6= h and k 6= l. It thus follows that Sk is a distinguished variable of
both vh and vl , and hence, the two occurrences of Sk in pi (Ui ) and pj (Uj ) are
mapped to Sk .
Now consider the other direction; that is, suppose that there is a containment
mapping that eliminates all the pi (Ui ). Hence each pi(Ui ) is mapped to a view
vj , such that set j contains i. Since the variable Sj is not distinguished in vj ,
it follows that if one pi (Ui ) is mapped to vj , then so are the other two atoms
for the elements of set j. Therefore, this mapping provides an exact cover. 2

4 FINDING REDUNDANT LITERALS IN
THE REWRITTEN QUERY
In the previous section we have shown that nding rewritings for a query using
views can be done in two steps. In the rst, we consider containment mappings
from the bodies of the views to the body of the query, and add the appropriate
view literals to the query. In the second step, we remove literals of the original
query that are redundant. We have also shown that in general, both steps
provide independent sources of exponential complexity.
In this section we describe a polynomial time algorithm for the second step. In
particular, given a set of mappings from the views to the query, the algorithm
determines which set of literals from the query can be removed. We show that
under certain conditions there is a unique maximal set of such literals and that
the algorithm is guaranteed to nd them. In other cases, the algorithm may
nd only a subset of the redundant literals, but all the literals it removes are
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guaranteed to be redundant, and therefore the algorithm is always applicable.
Note that in such cases, the rest of the query can still be minimized using
known, more computationally expensive techniques. Together with an algorithm for enumerating mappings from the views to the query, our algorithm
provides a practical method for nding rewritings. For simplicity, we describe
the algorithm for the case of rewritings using a single occurrence of a view, and
we begin with the case that does not include built-in predicates.
Formally, suppose our query is of the form
 :? p1 (U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ):
Q : q(X)
(1.1)
and we have the following view:
 :? r1(W 1 ); : : :; rm (W m ):
V : v(Z)
(1.2)
Let h be a containment mapping from the body of v into the body of q, and
let the following be the result of adding the view literal to the query:
 :? p1(U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v(Y ):
q(X)
(1.3)
 Note that we can restrict ourselves to mappings where the
where Y = h(Z).

variables of Y already appear in the pi (Ui ) (by Lemma 3.3). To obtain a
minimal rewriting, our goal is to remove as many of the redundant pi literals
as possible.
To determine the set of redundant literals, consider the rule resulting from
substituting the de nition of Rule (1.2) instead of the view literal in Rule (1.3).
That is, we rename the variables of Rule (1.2) as follows. Each variable T that
appears in Z is renamed to h(T), and each variable of Rule (1.2) that does
not appear in Z is renamed to a new variable (that is not already among the
pi (Ui )). Let the following be the result of this substitution.
 :? p1 (U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); r1(V1 ); : : :; rm(Vm ):
q(X)
(1.4)
Note that the variables of Y are the only ones that may appear in both the
pi (Ui ) and the rj (Vj ).
Given the mapping h, there is a natural containment mapping from Rule (1.4)
into the original rule for q (i.e., Rule (1.1)) that is de ned as follows. Each literal
pi (Ui ) is mapped to itself and each literal rj (Vj ) is mapped to the same literal
of Rule (1.1) as in the containment mapping h (from Rule (1.2) to Rule (1.1)).
We denote this containment mapping as . Note that the containment mapping
 maps each variable of Y to itself.
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Each literal pi (Ui ) of Rule (1.1) is the image (under ) of itself, and maybe a
few of the rj (Vj ) literals. We say that the literals rj (Vj ) that map to pi(Ui )
under  are the associates of pi (Ui ). For the rest of the discussion, we choose
arbitrarily one of the associates of pi(Ui ) and refer to it as the associate of
pi (Ui ). Note that if h does not map two literals rj (Vj ) to the same literal in
Rule (1.1), then each pi (Ui ) will have at most one associate.
Before we show how to nd the set of redundant literals, we need the following
de nition:

De nition 4.1: A literal rj (Vj ) covers a literal pi (Ui ) that has the same
predicate if the following two conditions hold:

If pi (Ui ) has a distinguished variable (i.e., a variable in X ) or a constant
in some argument position a, then rj (Vj ) also has that variable (or the
constant) in argument position a.
If argument positions a1 and a2 of pi (Ui ) are equal, then so are the argument positions a1 and a2 of rj (Vj ).

Intuitively, if rj (Vj ) is the associate of pi (Ui ) and does not cover pi(Ui ), then
we cannot remove pi (Ui ), because pi(Ui ) enforces quality constraints that are
not enforced by rj (Vj ).
The set of needed literals N of the query Q is de ned below. The set of
redundant literals is the complement of the set of needed literals.

De nition 4.2: The set N is the minimal subset of literals in Q satisfying
the following four conditions.
1. Literals that have no associate.
2. Literals that are not covered by their associates.
3. If all the following conditions hold, then pi(Ui ) is in N :
Literal pi (Ui ) has the variable T in argument position a1 .
The associate of pi (Ui ) has the variable2 H in argument position a1 .

2 Note that the associate of p (U
i ) cannot have a constant in argument position a1 if pi (Ui )
i
has a variable in that argument position.
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The variable H is not in Y (hence, H appears only among the rj (Vj )).
The variable T also appears in argument position a2 of pl (Ul ).
The associate of pl (Ul ) does not have H in argument position a2 .
4. Suppose that pi (Ui ) is in N and that variable T appears in pi (Ui ). If pl (Ul )
has variable T in argument position a and its associate does not have T in
argument position a, then pl (Ul ) is also in N .

The third condition in the de nition adds to N those literals in Q whose associates do not enforce the same join constraints. The fourth condition iteratively
adds to N literals that are connected to a literal in N via a common variable. It
is important to note that the set of needed variables can be found in polynomial
time in the size of the query.

Example 4.3: Consider the query and the view of Example 2.2. The result
of substituting the view in the query would be the following:
q(X; U) :? p(X; Y ); p0(Y; Z); p1 (X; W); p2(W; U);
p(X; C); p0(C; Z); p1(X; D):
The literal p2 (W; U) is needed because it does not have an associate. The literal
p1 (X; W) is needed by the fourth condition of the de nition, because its associate p1 (X; D) does not contain the variable W (which appears in p2(W; U)).
Consequently, these two literals need to be retained to obtain the minimal
rewriting. 2

Theorem 4.4:
1. The query

 :? N ; v(Y ):
q(X)

(1.5)

is a rewriting of Q using V .
2. Suppose that h does not map two literals rj (Vj ) to the same literal in
Rule (1.1), and Rule (1.1) is minimal. Then the maximal set of redundant
pi (Ui ) in Rule (1.4) is unique and is exactly the complement of the set N .
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Proof:

We will use to denote a containment mapping from the original
rule for q (i.e., Rule (1.1)) into the rewritten rule (i.e., Rule (1.4)).

Recall that the composition  is a containment mapping from Rule (1.1) to
itself. Since Rule (1.1) is minimal, there is a k, such that ( )k is the identity
mapping on Rule (1.1). Let  = ( )k?1 . Note that  is a containment
mapping from Rule (1.1) into Rule (1.4), and  is the identity mapping on
Rule (1.1).
The containment mapping  (restricted to the image of ) is the inverse of ,
since  is the identity mapping on Rule (1.1). Therefore,  maps a literal
pi (Ui ) of Rule (1.1) either to the literal pi (Ui ) or to the associate of pi (Ui ) in
Rule (1.4).
We will now show that every pi (Ui ) in N must be mapped to itself by  and,
hence, all the pi (Ui ) of N are in the image of . Recall that we already know
that  maps each pi (Ui ) either to itself or to its associate. If pi (Ui ) satis es
either Condition 1 or 2 (in the de nition of N ), then clearly pi (Ui ) must be
mapped to itself.
Suppose that pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) satisfy Condition 3. If pi(Ui ) is mapped to its
associate, then pl (Ul ) must also be mapped to its associate, because variable H
appears only among the rj (Vj ). But pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) cannot both be mapped
to their associates, because pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) have the same variable T in
argument positions a1 and a2 , respectively, while their associates have di erent
variables in these argument positions. Therefore, pi(Ui ) must be mapped to
itself.
Now suppose that pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) satisfy Condition 4. Since pi (Ui ) is in
N , we may assume inductively that it must be mapped to itself. Therefore,
variable T is mapped to itself and, hence, pl (Ul ) must also be mapped to itself.
Thus, we have shown that all the literals of N must be mapped to themselves
by .
We now de ne the mapping 0 from Rule (1.1) into Rule (1.4) as follows.
If pi(Ui ) is in N , then it is mapped to itself; otherwise, it is mapped to its
associate. We will show that 0 is a containment mapping.
Clearly, every pi(Ui ) is mapped to a literal that covers it. So, it remains to
show that if pi(Ui ) and pl (Ul ) have the same variable T in argument positions
a1 and a2 , respectively, then their images under 0 also have the same symbol
in these argument positions. There are three cases to be considered in order
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to prove this claim. In the rst case, both pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) are mapped to
themselves and the claim is clearly true.
In the second case, pi (Ui ) is mapped to itself (because it is in N ) while pl (Ul ) is
mapped to its associate. By Condition 4 in the de nition of N , the associate of
pl (Ul ) must also have variable T in argument position a2 (or else pl (Ul ) would
be in N and, hence, would be mapped to itself). So, the claim is proved also
in this case.
In the third case, both pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) are mapped to their associates. Suppose that the associates have distinct variables, C and D, in argument positions
a1 and a2 , respectively. It is impossible that both C and D are in Y , because
 is one-to-one on the variables of Y (because  is the identity on Y ). So,
one of them, say C, is not in Y . But in this case, pi (Ui ) and pl (Ul ) satisfy
Condition 3 in the de nition of N and, hence, pi (Ui ) is in N and is mapped
by 0 to itself|a contradiction. Thus, we have shown that 0 is a containment
mapping.
In conclusion, we have shown that N is in the image of every containment
mapping from the original rule for q (i.e., Rule (1.1)) into the rewritten rule
(i.e., Rule (1.4)). We have also shown that there is a mapping 0 , such that the
pi (Ui ) in the image of 0 are exactly those of N . Therefore, the set of pi(Ui )
not in N is the unique maximal set of redundant pi(Ui ) in Rule (1.4). 2
It is well known that a containment mapping can be found in polynomial time
if each literal has at most two potential destinations; the exact algorithm is
based on a reduction to the 2-SAT problem [SY81]. In some sense, this is the
case in the minimization algorithm presented in Theorem 4.4, since each pi(Ui )
can be mapped either to itself or to its associate. However, the contribution of
Theorem 4.4 is twofold. First, it shows that each pi(Ui ) has at most two destinations. This fact is not obvious (indeed, when ordinarily using the reduction
to 2-SAT, each literal that covers pi (Ui ) is considered a potential destination of
pi (Ui )). The second contribution of Theorem 4.4 is in providing a more direct
(and, hence, likely to be more ecient) way of computing the redundant pi (Ui ),
as compared to the algorithm that uses the reduction to 2-SAT.

Adding Built-in Predicates
When the views may have built-in predicates, we need to repeat a similar
process of nding needed literals for several containment mappings, and we
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can remove only literals that are not deemed needed for any of the mappings.
Formally, suppose the result of adding the view literal to the query is
 :? p1 (U1 ); : : :; pn(Un ); v(Y ):
Q0 : q(X)
(1.6)
As before, we can expand the de nition of v in Q0, obtaining the conjunction
Q00 (as in Rule 1.4). By Proposition 3.1, there are a set of queries Q1 ; : : :; Qm ,
that di er only on the built-in predicates, such that:
Q is equivalent to the union of Q1 ; : : :; Qm , and
For every i, 1  i  m, there is a containment mapping i from the body
of Q00 into the body of Qi , such that bi(Qi ) entails i (bi(Q00)).
For each one of the i mappings we compute the set of needed literals Ni , and
we de ne

N = N1 [ : : : [ N m :
Only the literals in N from Q remain in the rewritten query.

Example 4.5: Consider the query from Example 3.4:
Q : q(X; Y; U; W) :? p(X; Y ); r(U; W); r(W; U):
and the view
V : v(A; B; C; D) :? p(A; B); r(C; D); C  D:
The result of substituting the view in the query would be:
Q0 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? p(X; Y ); r(U; W); r(W; U);
v(X; Y; C; D):
The query Q can be written as the union
Q1 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? p(X; Y ); r(U; W); r(W; U);
U  W:
Q2 : q(X; Y; U; W) :? p(X; Y ); r(U; W); r(W; U);
U  W:

(1.7)
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and the mappings from the expansion of (1.6) to Q1 and Q2 are the identity
on X; Y; U and W, and
1 : fC ! U; D ! W g:
2 : fC ! W; D ! U g:
For the mapping 1 , we will deem only the literal r(W; U) as needed, because
it does not have an associate, and for 2 , r(U; W) will be deemed needed.
Therefore, since the only literal that is not needed for either of the mappings
is p(X; Y ), it can be removed, resulting in the following rewriting:
q(X; Y; U; W) :? r(U; W); r(W; U); v(X; Y; C; D):

2

5 RELATED WORK
Several authors have considered the problem of implementing a query processor that uses the results of materialized views (e.g., [YL87, Sel88, SJGP90,
CR94, TSI94, CKPS95]), but the formal aspects of nding the equivalent (and
minimal) rewritings have received little attention.
Yang and Larson [YL87] considered the problem of nding rewritings for selectproject-join queries and views. In their analysis they considered what amounts
to one-to-one mappings from the views to query, and do not search the entire
space of rewritings (and therefore may not always nd all the possible rewritings
of the query).
Chaudhuri et al. [CKPS95] considered the problem of nding rewritings for
select-project-join queries and views, such that the rewritten query preserves
the bag semantics. They show that in this case all the usages of views are
obtained by 1-1 mappings from the views to the query, and therefore their
algorithm would not nd all the usages in the case where the relations are
sets. Chaudhuri et al. [CKPS95] also considered the question of how to extend a query processor to chose between the di erent rewritings, a question
that was not addressed in this paper. Dar et al. [DJLS95] recently extended
the work in [CKPS95] to consider queries that involve aggregation. Finally,
Rajaraman et al. [RSU95] built on our results and considered the problem of
nding rewritings when the views may only be queried using speci c binding
patterns.
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